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Wireless Headphone RZE-BT160H

STYLE? CONVENIENCE? PERFORMANCE? WHY NOT ALL?

Toshiba’s  RZE-BT160H  incorporates  an  attractive  design  coupled  with  the  signature
Bluetooth  technology  that  enables  long-range  communication  and  audio  reception.
Equipped with Bluetooth 4.2, they possess a receiving range of up to 10 meters (or 33 feet)
and can be synced with two devices at the same time. Gone are the days of the annoying act
of unpairing and pairing devices, and impatiently waiting for a connection. This beautiful
device offers multiple connections and auto-connect capabilities.

The headphones also allow the wearer to answer and receive phone calls without needing to
access the main cellular device. Say goodbye to maneuvering around tangled wiring and
fiddling with your phone every time you need to listen to music or talk to someone. With a
talk time of almost 12 hours, the Toshiba Over-Ear Wireless Stereo Headphones are a
hassle-free addition to your gadget arsenal.
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A CONCERT EVENT WRAPPED AROUND YOU

The headphones  have  a  frequency  response  range of  20Hz to  20KHz.  Experience  the
deepest bass sounds right to your bones, or ride the highest treble notes that touch the sky.
This kind of range only guarantees an acute note filter for your ears, encompassing a range
of genres that can be enjoyed at the palm of your hand. Whether it’s bass boosted EDM,
emotional ballads, synth-heavy pop, or an orchestral masterpiece – the Toshiba Over-Ear
Wireless Stereo Headphones will deliver it with no compromise on sound quality.

Weighing less than 200g, the wireless headphones are a travel friendly option that are easy
to transport, and easy to wear without any physical strain. The device is rubber coated,
along with ear cushions that contain soft padding – the ultimate comfort wear for a relaxed
musical experience during workout, travel, or leisure. It also comes with music toggles
(volume control,  play/pause  button,  forward and back button)  to  enjoy  maximum user
control. It’s more than just a gadget – it’s the head-turning, multi-purpose accessory of the
decade.
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SPECIFICATIONS

OVERVIEW
Frequency Response 20Hz - 20KHz
Talking Time 12H at 50% volume
Charging Time 2-3 Hours
Charging Way USB DC5V
Weight 154g
Accessories USB Charging Cable, Line in Cable, Operation Manual
BLUETOOTH® SECTION
Bluetooth Specifications Ver. 4.2
Bluetooth Protocol Support A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP
Service Distance Up to 10m (33ft)
Connection Two Bluetooth Devices at the same time
Phone Receiving and Answering the Call
BAR Code 4560158879492(D), 4560158879317(K)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONS

Color Black, Orange


